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The first middle grade novel in an exciting new series from acclaimed author Diana Peterfreund, perfect for
fans of The Goonies and The City of Ember.

Gillian Seagret doesn't listen to people who say her father's a crackpot. His conspiracy theories about the lost
technology of Cold War–era rocket scientist Dr. Aloysius Underberg may have cost him his job and forced
them to move to the middle of nowhere, but Gillian knows he's right and plans to prove it.

When she discovers a missing page from Dr. Underberg's diary in her father's mess of an office, she thinks
she's found a big piece of the puzzle—a space-themed riddle promising to lead to Dr. Underberg's greatest
invention. Enlisting the help of her skeptical younger brother, Eric, her best friend, Savannah, and Howard,
their NASA-obsessed schoolmate, Gillian sets off on a journey into the ruins of Omega City, a vast
doomsday bunker deep inside the earth,.

But they aren't alone inside its dark and flooded halls. For while Gillian wants to save her dad's reputation by
bringing Dr. Underberg's secrets to light, there are others who will stop at nothing to make sure they stay
buried . . . forever.
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From reader reviews:

Helen Mota:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to learn everything in the world. Each book has different aim or even goal; it means that guide has
different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They can be
reading whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. Why not the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, man feel need book if they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you should have this Omega City.

Gary Clark:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading habit give
you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the
book that improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of e-book you
read, if you want get more knowledge just go with training books but if you want experience happy read one
using theme for entertaining like comic or novel. The Omega City is kind of reserve which is giving the
reader unpredictable experience.

Timothy Reed:

Reading a book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can share their idea.
Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their reader with their story as well as
their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the knowledge
about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young
ones, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on this planet always try to improve
their expertise in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write on their book. One of them is this
Omega City.

Joy Rodriguez:

As a student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library in
order to make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart and
soul or real their pastime. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to generally
there but nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring in
addition to can't see colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important to
suit your needs. As we know that on this period, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says,
many ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore this Omega City can make you truly feel more interested to
read.
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